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Hi,  
This has been one of my best weeks ever. I had met a lot of incredible and nice people and I 
have seen many different things. I didn't thought that I was going to do many friends. I was 
surprised by the cold and the snow, because in our country it doesn't snow very frecuetly. I 
also was surprised of the kind people that live here, because I thought that they were more 
cold than they are.   
  
Many days we went to one Finish house to spend the evening, because that way we were 
going to have much more fun and we were going to do more friends. The time we spend 
together was special because it was a moment that we are never going to live again. I think 
that I had taken adventages of all the moments that I have spend here but I would like to stay 
another week, because I think that I would have better relationship with them.    
  
The things that I most like were: the skatting in Naantali with some of the Finish partners, 
because we have a lot of fun and I laught a lot, also, the time we spend in Metsätähti, because 
there I make many friends and i also laught a lot. When we went to the mountain I also had a 
very good time. Because we were walking there and I felt into the water, so I had to be near 
the fire to get warmer, and I ate a typical sanck from Finland that was very nice. It was very 
strange how they had to be done, because we had to put it in a stick and then put it near the 
fire to cook them.   
  
Finland is very beautiful and also big, there are many big houses, big streets, beautiful 
monuments and many other things. There are many differences between Finland and my 
country, for example, the time table. We eat five times a day, and there are two that are like 
snacks, and in the others we eat more. But here the times to eat are very next one to each 
other.  
  
I hope one day the teachers can make a trip for all of us to meet again, because I am sure that 
I am going to miss them a lot.  
 


